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Introduction
As a teacher, researcher, and apologist, it is my responsibility to address all manner
of subjects and issues which are presented or inquired of me, from the Holy
Scriptures, providing answers for the people of God. Many of these issues regard
the essentials of faith, and how we, as a contemporary but yet still-emerging and
developing Messianic movement, should approach them. My writings to date bear
witness to the fact that I have had to address a whole host of topics, many of them
relating to the challenges and controversies which our broad Messianic community
is facing today. A variety of these issues are those upon which we all express a
great deal of camaraderie and unity, as they concern the nature of Yeshua and His
salvation. Some issues, however, are those which tend to get groups of people
significantly divided and/or upset at one another, and which tend to make us
rather uncomfortable. In far too many cases, issues which do get people divided or
upset are not often approached with a great deal of objectivity, reason, innovation,
or patience. And the love of the Messiah, which we are to demonstrate one to another, can
often just be thrown out the proverbial window...i
There are three broad groups, which for better or worse, tend to make up the
contemporary Messianic movement: Messianic Judaism, the One Law/One Torah
sub-movement, and the Two-House sub-movement. Messianic Judaism as a
modern movement, emerged in the late 1960s from the older Hebrew Christian
movement, as a group of Jewish Believers wanting to acknowledge and worship
Yeshua as the Messiah, in a widely Jewish cultural and religious context. As
Messianic Judaism grew in the 1980s and 1990s, congregations and fellowships
were established all throughout places such as North America, Europe, Israel, and
the West in general. While many Jewish people rejoicingly came to a saving
knowledge of Yeshua as the Messiah of Israel, a major unforeseen side-effect also
took place: scores of non-Jewish Believers, evangelical Christians, entered into
Messianic Judaism, and sincerely desired to not only learn more about the Jewish
Jesus, but also live more like Him, embracing their Hebraic Roots in obedience to
the Torah or Law of Moses.
As non-Jewish Believers have begun to utterly swell the Messianic
community—indeed becoming the majority of it—many questions and answers to
such questions have been proposed. For many of today’s Messianic Jewish leaders,
non-Jewish Believers entering into the Messianic movement is only the result of the
Lord calling specific persons and families to assist in Jewish ministry and the
redemption of their people, and for them to be in a unique, close communion with
Jewish Believers. Others have thought that non-Jewish Believers entering into the

i
Deuteronomy 6:5; Leviticus 19:18; cf. Matthew 19:19; 22:39; Mark 12:31; Luke 10:27; Romans 13:9;
Galatians 5:14; James 2:8.
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Messianic community, embracing a life of submission and obedience to God’s
Torah, is a result of prophecies like Micah 4:1-3 or Isaiah 2:2-4 or Zechariah 8:23
taking place, and a more decisive understanding of the New Covenant being
realized (Jeremiah 31:31-34; Ezekiel 36:25-27; Hebrews 8:8-12; 10:15-17). Such nonJewish Believers may be likened unto the ger (rGE) or sojourner in the Torah who
entered into the community of Ancient Israel, who was widely anticipated to
follow the Torah, in many ways not too different from the native Israelite. The One
Law/One Torah sub-movement, is quite prone to emphasize, “You shall have one
law for him who does anything unintentionally, for him who is native among the
sons of Israel and for the alien who sojourns among them” (Numbers 15:29), and
other passages. The One Law/One Torah sub-movement is riddled with a great
deal of legalism and judgmentalism, though, and should be kept at a distance.ii
Obviously in the realm of contemporary theological discussion, proposing that
today’s Messiah followers need to be taking regular instruction from the Torah or
Law of Moses—including the importance of things like the seventh-day
Sabbath/Shabbat, the appointed times of Leviticus 23, or eating kosher—is most
controversial. And, such convictions certainly require a great deal of analysis and
reflection from various passages in the Apostolic Scriptures or New Testament,
which may seem to say otherwise—including the general validity and relevance of
the Torah for Messiah followers.iii Yet in the scope of Messianic discussion, no
proposals can be more provocative and divisive, at times, than those often made by
people composing the Two-House sub-movement.
In the scope of the history of Ancient Israel, following the death of King
Solomon, no one can deny the fact that Israel’s realm split into the Northern
Kingdom of Israel, also called Ephraim, and the Southern Kingdom of Judah. In the
course of Biblical history, as recorded within the Books of Kings and Chronicles, a
mass from the Northern Kingdom of Israel was corporately taken into exile by the
Assyrian Empire. Later in the course of Biblical history, the bulk of the Southern
Kingdom of Judah was taken into exile by the Babylonian Empire, many of whom
returned to the Holy Land following the conquering of the Babylonians by the
much more tolerant and accepting Persian Empire. A huge mystery has ensued
regarding the destiny of the descendants of the exiled Northern Kingdom of
Israel—and their widescale non-return to the Holy Land—giving rise to all manner
of interesting theories, speculations, and in far too many cases, outright myth and
fantasy about the “Ten Lost Tribes.”
A majority of people in today’s Two-House sub-movement, while rightly
raising the attention of Bible readers to the issue of the exiled Northern Kingdom in

ii
Other passages of note include: Exodus 12:48-49; Leviticus 7:7; 24:22; Numbers 9:14; 15:15-16, 29-30.
For a further discussion, consult the author’s article “Approaching One Law Controversies: Sorting
Through the Legalism” (appearing in the Messianic Torah Helper). Some important related discussions are
also found in the author’s publication Are Non-Jewish Believers Really a Part of Israel?
iii
Consult the author’s books The New Testament Validates Torah: Does the New Testament Really Do
Away With the Law?, Torah In the Balance, Volumes I&II, and the relevant volumes of the Messianic Helper
Series by Messianic Apologetics.
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Scriptural history, have simply assumed that most of today’s non-Jewish Believers
are descendants of the exiled Northern Kingdom of Israel/Ephraim. This is likely
due to the inappropriate thought that those who are physical descendants of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob somehow must be closer to God and His will than
people of the nations generally. And not only this, but these non-Jewish
individuals tend to call themselves “Ephraimites,” although they lack any
documentation or substantial proof for it, other than some sort of unobjective
feeling or instinct (and they will frequently eschew the option of a DNA ancestry
test available for a minimal cost). Suffice it to say, this is a huge debate—and one
where reason, careful attention to detail, and a Thomas-level of skeptism (cf. John
20:25-27)—have not often been allowed to prevail. Yet, those Messianic people who
identify themselves as being “Two-House,” do make up a large and most
noticeable sub-movement of the larger Messianic community, with which the
ministry of Outreach Israel and Messianic Apologetics does interact with also. If
any of us intend to be fair as God’s people, the main Biblical passages which they
consider to be of importance must be analyzed, and in such a way which does
appropriate justice to the text, removed from any of the bad behavior, problems, or
semi-racism which may be endemic of various Two-House adherents.
Outreach Israel and Messianic Apologetics should not at all be considered a
“Two-House” ministry, given the wide and diverse array of Biblical and
theological topics we address, germane to the broad Messianic community. Our
ministry serves people in Messianic Judaism, as well as in the One Law/One Torah
sub-movement and in the Two-House sub-movement—as we consider and analyze
a wide series of issues and subjects which are thought to be of importance to
people in all of those different sub-communities. If our ministry choice is to at all be
honored by others in the Messianic world of ideas, we would consider ourselves an
egalitarian Messianic ministry, sitting above these three different Messianic
groupings. We are a ministry which regards both Jewish and non-Jewish Believers
in Messiah Yeshua to be a part of the Commonwealth of Israel (Ephesians 2:11-13,
19; 3:6), and which advocates a mutual submission ideology (Ephesians 5:21;
Philippians 2:3-4). We fully affirm that all Messianic Believers, Jewish and nonJewish, male and female—are complete equals in the eyes of the Lord (Galatians
3:28; Colossians 2:11)—and should be encouraged to develop all of their gifts,
talents, and skills as is proper in Him. We also believe that the Messianic
movement’s shared spiritual and theological heritage in the Jewish Synagogue and
Christian Church, must be steadfastly honored.
As it concerns the specific issue of the Two-House teaching, Outreach Israel
Ministries and Messianic Apologetics disavow the popular/populist variety of the
Two-House teaching which has been promulgated since the 1990s, via a number of
pseudo-denominations, sensationalistic groups, and dominant and/or presumedprophetic personalities—which has not allowed itself to be often subject to
constructive criticism and/or further theological refinement and engagement with
conservative Biblical scholarship. Yet, in 2008, at least, one Messianic Jewish
ministry actually allowed the following statement to be featured on its website:
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“The Two-House doctrine, in its most basic terms, simply maintains that the nation
of Israel was divided following the reign of Solomon and will be reunited during
the end times.”iv This would be the basic or generic approach taken by our ministry
to the issue of what happened to the exiled Northern Kingdom of Israel/Ephraim,
in concert with the sentiments of pre-millennial eschaology.v We would affirm a
larger restoration of Israel, involving those from the exiled Northern Kingdom as a
participant, yet to occur in Biblical prophecy.
We would acknowledge a greater, end-time restoration of Israel to come that is
prophesied, going beyond the rebirth of the State of Israel in 1948, as important as
this has surely been. Such a larger restoration of Israel definitely involves the
Jewish people, as well as descendants from the exiled Northern Kingdom, but also
many welcome and valued scores of companions from the nations themselves.
There are pockets of people in remote corners of places like Southeast Asia,
Southern Asia, the Middle East, the Eastern Mediterranean basin, and the environs
of Central Africa, who claim to be descendants of the exiled Northern Kingdom via
some kind of oral tradition, and/or what can appear to be Jewish-style customs—
and most probably are. (Sometimes this has been enjoined with some credible DNA
analysis, confirming distant Semitic descent.) These are the areas which generally
fall within the sphere of influence of the old Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian
Empires, and where the exiles of the Northern Kingdom could have been
legitimately deported, scattered, and/or assimilated (cf. Jeremiah 31:10; Hosea 8:8-9;
Amos 9:8-9).vi
We believe that the Lord will bring together, as one people in Him: the Jewish
people, such aforementioned descendants of exiled Israel/Ephraim, and their many
associated companions from all nations as one broad and inclusive community of
people in Messiah Yeshua, before His return, in fulfillment of end-time prophecy
(i.e., Isaiah 11:12-16; Jeremiah 31:6-10; Ezekiel 37:15-28; Zechariah 10:6-10). We do
not at all encourage non-Jewish Believers (particularly those of Western European
ancestry) who are a part of today’s Messianic movement, and who recognize
themselves as a part of the Commonwealth of Israel (Ephesians 2:11-13; 3:6) or the
Israel of God (Galatians 6:16), grafted into Israel by faith in Israel’s Messiah
(Romans 11:17-18), to identify themselves as some sort of “Ephraimites.” We
especially do not encourage such non-Jewish people to make any kind of
permanent pilgrimage or “aliyah” to the Holy Land, as there is no indication that all
Messiah followers will, in total, ever live in the Land of Israel, even in the
Messiah’s Millennial Kingdom (cf. Isaiah 19:23-24; Zechariah 14:16-19).
iv
(2008). Two-House Doctrine Debate. The Messianic Center. Retrieved 14 August, 2011 from
<http://www.themessianiccenter.com>.
v
Cf. Walter C. Kaiser, Preaching and Teaching the Last Things: Old Testament Eschatology for the Life of the
Church (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2011), pp 37-38, 47-49.
vi
I.e., as would be particularly seen in a work like Quest for the Lost Tribes A&E, 1998, DVD 2006,
hosted by Simcha Jacobovici, and the concurrent comments witnessed in Jonathan Bernis (2005), The
Scattering of the Tribes of Israel, March/April 2005. Jewish Voice Today. Available via
<http://www.jewishvoice.org> and Sid Roth, The Incomplete Church: Bridging the Gap Between God’s Children
(Shippensburg, PA: Destiny Image, 2007), pp 17-18.
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An eschatology-based approach toward addressing this subject, with
obviously various details needing to be left to an Eternal and Sovereign God, is
frequently not the approach which one encounters in much of the well-known
literature surrounding the subject matter. It can be said that there is a distinct
difference between a populist Two-House teaching, which essentially advocates
that the majority of non-Jewish Believers are distant descendants of the exiled
Northern Kingdom (with various connections to be likely made with Nineteenth
Century British-Israelism), versus a more Biblical approach to the issue that focuses
on the specific prophecies of a larger restoration of Israel. While we would affirm a
wide number of Tanach prophecies involving the exiled Northern Kingdom as a
participant, as being unfulfilled at the present time, our ministry would not at all
be considered a part of a Two-House sub-movement which practices a great deal of
theological eisegesis, where many Biblical references to “two” are applied to Judah
and Ephraim, and whose Hebrew and Greek examination is often limited to
Strong’s Concordance (among other things).
When this subject matter has been raised, we have definitely strived as a
ministry—as best as we humanly can—to focus the attention of today’s Messianic
people on a larger scope of expectations regarding the restoration of Israel, with the
exiled Northern Kingdom of Israel/Ephraim as a noticeable participant. How does
this affect our view of the end-times, and what is to transpire regarding the restoration of
Israel before the Messiah’s return? Unlike the populist Two-House teaching that has
garnered the most attention since the late 1990s, our ministry has made it clear that
non-Jewish Messianic Believers thinking that they are mostly descendants of the
exiled Northern Kingdom, is not at all a useful or profitable endeavor. Jeremiah
31:10 certainly directs Bible readers, “He who scattered Israel will gather him.”
Many of the finer details of such a larger restoration of Israel to be anticipated
are only known by our Eternal and Omnipresent Creator. And, not at all to be
ignored, is the steadfast Torah word of Deuteronomy 28:62, “Then you shall be left
few in number, whereas you were as numerous as the stars of heaven, because you
did not obey the LORD your God.” Much of the popular/populist Two-House
literature has actually posited that the physical numbers of descendants of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are in the hundreds of millions, if not billions, whereas
the tenor of the Pentateuch itself does not at all convey this. Not only does this
seem like a significant over-exaggeration, it makes the known Jewish population
seem absolutely miniscule—especially in light of the 6 million Jews who were
slaughtered in the Holocaust!
Perhaps most overlooked (and dismissed) in the whole discussion (and
debate), is that there will be many associated companions/associates from the
nations themselves involved in the restoration process (Ezekiel 37:16-19; Isaiah
49:6; cf. Luke 2:32; Acts 13:47), most definitely being the significant majority of
those who participate, in what is mainly not the reunion of the Two Houses of
Israel as has been popularly communicated—but in actuality, instead, what is a
larger restoration/expansion of Israel’s Kingdom. Such a restoration would
involve a resolution to the issue of the exiled Northern Kingdom for sure, but
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would also incorporate the righteous from the nations, into an expanded realm of
Israel’s Kingdom (cf. Amos 9:11-12; Acts 15:15-18). Most of the non-Jewish
Believers one is likely to encounter, forcibly identifying themselves as some sort of
“Ephraimites,” are not, and they have no Semitic genealogy of any kind. Yet, these
people have been Divinely led by the Lord into the Messianic movement, certainly
in fulfillment of prophecies like Micah 4:1-3 and Isaiah 2:2-3 and Zechariah 8:23,
and should be considered welcome and valued members of the community of
Israel. They are most certainly the equals of Jewish Believers in Messiah Yeshua (cf.
Galatians 3:28).vii They are, without question, human beings made in God’s image
(Genesis 1:27), who are valued and loved by Him as the Eternal Creator!
Our ministry has a consistent track record of speaking out against many of the
anti-Christian and anti-Jewish sentiments, which are often witnessed in the TwoHouse sub-movement and much of its popular literature.viii If there is genuinely a
larger restoration of Israel to occur, which effectively involves all who
acknowledge the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob—via the emergence of the modern
Messianic movement—then today’s Messianic people must certainly show proper
respect and honor to their Jewish and Christian forbearers, employing their great
virtues to accomplish His mission and purpose for the final hour.
Today’s Messianic community needs some preliminary resolution to the whole
“Two-House” controversy, one which is not dismissive as it concerns unfulfilled
prophetic words from the Tanach involving the descendants of the exiled Northern
Kingdom of Israel (Isaiah 11:12-16; Jeremiah 31:6-10; Ezekiel 37:15-28; Zechariah
10:6-10), but one which is far more engaged with the Biblical text and
contemporary scholarship than the populism which tends to utterly plague the
Two-House sub-movement,ix and much of the religious posturing and/or total
dismissal which can be seen against it.x Israel in Future Prophecy: Is There a Larger
vii
Consult the author’s exegesis paper on Galatians 3:28, “Biblical Equality and Today’s Messianic
Movement.”
viii
Consult the relevant sections of the author’s book, Confronting Critical Issues: An Analysis of Subjects
that Affects the Growth and Stability of the Emerging Messianic Movement.
ix
The writings representing this perspective include, but are not limited to:
Batya Ruth Wootten, Who Is Israel? And Why You Need to Know (St. Cloud, FL: Key of David, 1998);
Who Is Israel?, enlarged edition (St. Cloud, FL: Key of David, 2000); Redeemed Israel—Restored and Reunited
(St. Cloud, FL: Key of David, 2006); Israel’s Feasts and their Fullness, expanded edition (St. Cloud, FL: Key of
David Publishing, 2008); Who Is Israel? Redeemed Israel—A Primer (St. Cloud, FL: Key of David, 2011); Angus
Wootten, Restoring Israel’s Kingdom (St. Cloud, FL: Key of David, 2000); Eddie Chumney, Restoring the Two
Houses of Israel (Hagerstown, MD, Serenity Books, 1999); Moshe Koniuchowsky, The Truth About All Israel:
A Refutation of the I.M.J.A. Position Paper on the Two Houses of Israel (Miami Beach: Your Arms to Israel, 2000);
Sandy Bloomfield, The Errors of “The Ephraimite Error”: Disposing of the Lies and Hatred (Lebanon, TN:
Messianic Israel Alliance, 2008).
x
The writings representing this perspective include, but are not limited to:
Kay Silberling (1999). The Ephraimite Error: A Position Paper Submitted to the International Messianic
Jewish Alliance. Available online via <http://umjc.org>; (1999). A Short Summary of “The Ephraimite Error.”
Available online via <http://umjc.org>; Rich Robinson (2001). The Two-House (Messianic Israel) Theory that
Ephraim is the Church. Jews for Jesus. Available online via <http://www.jfjonline.org>; Tim Hegg (2002). The
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Restoration of the Kingdom to Israel? can hopefully provide some of the answers
which are needed in the current season of Messianic development, and we would
hope, Lord willing, also maturation. If any of you can understand what it means
for a “third solution” to be offered to a theological controversy—then this is a
publication which I believe is going to help you greatly!
J.K. McKee
Editor, Messianic Apologetics

Christian Witness Ministries. Available online via <http://www.christian-witness.org>; Boaz Michael, with
Jacob Fronczak, Twelve Gates: Where Do the Nations Enter? (Marshfield, MO: First Fruits of Zion, 2012); Toby
Janicki, God-Fearers: Gentiles and the God of Israel (Marshfield, MO: First Fruits of Zion, 2012).
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